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Executive Summary

This strategic proposal suggests a framework for an innovation ecosystem aimed at 
solving problems and basic conditions for scientists' participation in the ecosystem.

From the beginning of the 20th century, innovation has significantly contributed to the 
development of society, but at the same time has caused various problems that have 
threatened social sustainability. While advances in science and technology have 
improved the productivity and competitiveness of industry, various problems including 
global warming and environmental pollution have emerged as a consequence of our 
large consumption of energy and natural resources. These problems have become 
increasingly serious in the 21st century. It is necessary that we properly deal with not 
only these problems, but also problems arising in the future. Therefore, it is essential 
that, as a means to solve such problems, we continuously create innovation for solving 
problems that threaten social sustainability, in other words, "innovation aimed at 
solving problems".

Innovation is created through a process in which various factors such as talent, 
knowledge, funds, systems, and markets are related to one another in a complex 
manner. The process involves uncertainty associated with, for example, unexpected 
success or failure in research and development and the demand for new products and 
services. To convert obstructive factors lurking in this complex and uncertain process, 
we must organize a complicated environment surrounding innovation, which could be 
seen as an ecosystem, into a favorable system for innovation. In other words, 
continuous creation of innovation for solving problems requires an innovation 
ecosystem aimed at problem solving where constant creative activities involving 
various factors would lead, through their dynamism, to efficient and effective creation 
of innovation.

Society requires that science and technology solve problems that threaten social 
sustainability. It is a duty of science and technology to respond to this requirement 
and provide innovation aimed at problem solving. Such innovation is created through 
a loop involving society and full research. This "full research" consists of three aspects: 
(i) the detection of threats to social sustainability and the setting up of problems to be 
solved; (ii) the designing of solutions to the problems; and (iii) the implementation of 
the solutions in society, and conducting these as a whole. A loop between society and 
full research-where full research produces results in answer to society's  requirements 
and where, based on the results, society has new requirements  of (future) full 
research-would continuously advance toward the realization of a sustainable society.
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The innovation ecosystem aimed at solving problems would expand globally, and the 
constituent players would include not only scientists, but also the government, 
administrative agencies, industry, think tanks, and NGOs/NPOs. Each of them plays 
a role in creating innovations. Through exchanges of information among and between 
the players and society new value is created, thereby contributing to solving problems 
that threaten social sustainability and the sustainable development of society.

Scientist must actively participate in the innovation ecosystem aimed at solving 
problems and improve the performance of the loop linking society and full research. 
Therefore, we must attempt to share and distribute information beyond the borders of 
nations and disciplines in all three aspects of full research. Moreover, diverse talent, 
knowledge, and funds are needed to promote the three aspects of full research as a 
whole. The development of facilities and equipment, regulations and standards, and 
systems can be an effective measure in concentrating the factors necessary for problem 
solving in needed places.

To promote full research aimed at solving problems, the following three aspects of full 
research plus the creation of an appropriate environment are necessary.

1. Problem Setting
・　Observing scientists, in cooperation with think tanks, consider the medium to 

long-term prospects of future society and detect potential threats that can have 
serious social effects.

・　Observing scientists, in cooperation with think tanks, analyze the social effects 
of threats from various perspectives, decompose them to find concrete problems, 
and set up problems to be solved.

・　The government and administrative agencies regularly review prospects of 
future society and build a mechanism to modify or change the setting of the 
problems to be solved.

2. Solution Design
・　Designing scientists, in cooperation with the government and administrative 

agencies, promote the development of new integrative science and technology, 
and build an organic link between the development of technologies and 
knowledge creation for problem solving.

・　Designing scientists, industry, and the public sector promote industry-
academia-government collaboration, international collaborative research, and 
the formation of consortiums and research centers to find, with support from 
think tanks and NGOs/NPOs, optimal relationships between the fruits of 
science and technology and society or safety/comfort/convenience in people's 
lives.
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3. Solution Implementation in Society
・　Actors consisting of scientists, industry, the public sector, NGOs/NPOs, and 

specialists from think tanks create an environment and systems based on the 
basic design of solutions through trial operations in specially designated areas.

・　Through industry-academia-government collaboration and the formation of 
consortiums and a network of regional activities, actors internationally expand 
the building of an organic link between the development of technologies and the 
creation of knowledge for problem solving.

4. Development of Systems for Collaborative Promotion
・　Scientists, industry, and the public sector cooperatively build a network of 

research and development efforts aimed at solving problems, and the public 
sector leads efforts to combine existing systems and constructs a mechanism in 
which relevant government agencies coordinate their administrative activities 
for promoting full research. In order to support the formation of career paths for 
people engaged in full research for problem solving, the public sector conducts 
evaluations based on the degree of contribution to problem solving and provides 
employment at administrative agencies or NGOs/NPOs, with help from 
scientists, industry, and NGOs/NPOs.

・　Scientists, industry, and the public sector cooperatively build a system in which 
Asian countries collaborate in promoting full research aimed at solving 
problems, and support necessary exchanges of talent, knowledge, and funds.

Various efforts are conducted both domestically and internationally toward the 
realization of a sustainable innovation ecosystem that can effectively and efficiently 
promote innovation aimed at solving problems. Examples include foresight projects, 
interdisciplinary research, reverse innovation, public support for solution 
implementation in society, and business pursuits on a global scale.

The Center for Research and Development Strategy (CDRS) of the Japan Science and 
Technology Agency has been examining innovation systems. CRDS has also been 
focusing on new interdisciplinary research as a new tool for innovation and 
investigating ways to promote it. Moreover, CRDS has been advocating concepts such 
as science and technology-based innovation, the National Innovation Ecosystem, and 
the Global Innovation Ecosystem and has proposed measures necessary for promoting 
new interdisciplinary research. Based on these efforts, this strategic proposal suggests 
measures to move forward a new innovation ecosystem which is needed for solving 
problems that threaten social sustainability.
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1　Framework for an Innovation Ecosystem Aimed at Solving Problems

1.1　Expectations for an Innovation Ecosystem Aimed at Solving Problems

Innovation can be defined as the creation of new value and significant social changes 
with new ideas and schemes. Since the beginning of the 20th century, innovation has 
made important contributions to social and economic development. Especially since 
the 1990s, advancement in information and communication technology has drastically 
improved productivity in manufacturing and other industries and has brought 
substantial convenience to people's lives. At the same time, however, society has been 
faced with various problems. Economic activities based on mass production and mass 
consumption has occurred as a consequence of our large consumption of energy and 
natural resources, which has led to the emergence of various problems including 
global warming and environmental pollution. These problems have become 
increasingly serious in the 21st century and need to be solved urgently. It is also 
necessary that we properly deal with problems arising in the future. Therefore, it is 
essential that, as a means to solve such problems, we continuously create innovation 
for solving problems that threaten social sustainability, in other words, "innovation 
aimed at solving problems".

Innovation is created through a process in which various factors such as talent, 
knowledge, funds, systems, and markets are related to one another in a complex 
manner. The process involves uncertainty associated with, for example, unexpected 
success or failure in research and development and the demand for new products and 
services. It is necessary to convert obstructive factors lurking in this complex and 
uncertain process into opportunities for innovation, without being constrained by 
existing ideas and custom. To achieve this, we must organize a complicated 
environment surrounding innovation, which could be seen as an ecosystem, into a 
favorable system for innovation. In other words, continuous creation of innovation for 
solving problems requires an innovation ecosystem aimed at problem solving where 
constant creative activities involving various factors would lead, through their 
dynamism, to efficient and effective creation of innovation.

Countries are promoting innovation policies in a competitive manner, trying to solve 
problems that threaten social sustainability. In 2009, the Obama administration in 
the United States announced the Green New Deal which is aimed at creating new jobs 
through investment in the environment and energy field. Influenced by this, countries 
are increasingly emphasizing the creation of innovation that would realize adaptation 
and mitigation measures to climate change.

The Center for Research and Development Strategy (CRDS) of the Japan Science and 
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Technology Agency has advocated concepts such as science and technology-based 
innovation and the Global Innovation Ecosystem, and has proposed measures 
necessary for innovation. Based on these efforts and the result of investigations on 
trends in recent domestic and international attempts to promote innovation, this 
section puts forward a "framework for an innovation ecosystem aimed at solving 
problems", which would foster the creation of innovation for solving problems that 
threaten social sustainability, and discusses research subjects to be promoted and a 
necessary system or basic conditions for scientists to participate in such an ecosystem.

Innovation Ecosystem
Innovation is a very difficult endeavor. Its process involves uncertainties, where 
diverse economic and social factors are complexly related, and its outcome is 
impossible to predict. To deftly make adjustments to this complex and uncertain 
process and efficiently create innovation, we need a system in which creative activities 
that go beyond a simple gathering of components are constantly conducted through 
competition and cooperation between various factors. It is an ecosystem with 
autonomous dynamics.

In an innovation ecosystem, networks of diverse economic and social factors emerge, 
various types of interactions occur between factors and within networks, and new 
value is created. In this process, these factors evolve together, and consequently the 
nature of networks or interactions changes. Also, innovation, which is created as a 
result of all of this being optimized, evolves depending on time, place, and objectives. 
In other words, the environment surrounding innovation dynamically changes, and 
the entire system that constantly creates innovation in this environment is an 
innovation ecosystem.

1.2　 Innovation Aimed at Solving Problems That Would Realize 
Social Sustainability

Society wants solutions to problems that threaten its sustainability, which require 
contributions of science. Science can respond to this by creating innovation through a 
process that is shown in Figure 1[1].

In this process, society does not necessarily specify problems that it wants to be solved 
by science. Therefore, scientists must observe and analyze society and the global 
environment and detect problems that should be solved. Recent years have seen the 
emergence of climate change and natural resource depletion as threats to 
sustainability. Such existing threats are imposing various problems on society. For 
example, in food production, climate change is causing problems including changes in 
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conditions, harvests, and locations in crop growing. Threats to sustainability, however, 
are not limited to those that exist. There are also potential threats such as terrorism 
and new types of financial crises, and they can cause various problems which would 
curb the productive activities of industry and bring worries to people's lives. In dealing 
with problems that threaten sustainability, "observing scientists" swiftly detect 
threats to sustainability and clarify and set up problems to be solved. "Designing 
scientists" plan solutions to the problems set up. Based on the design of these 
solutions, actors implement them in society. As a result, problems are solved and 
changes occur in society. These changes can cause new problems, which are detected 
by observing scientists. In this manner, a loop is formed linking society, problem 
setting, solutions design, and solution implementation in society. If this circular 
process continues, evolution toward the realization of a sustainable society becomes 
possible. Therefore, scientists must promote research that unifies problem setting, 
solutions design, and solution implementation in society. The circular process creates 
innovation aimed at solving problems, and "full research" [2] that unifies problem 
setting, solutions design, and solution implementation in society is situated at the core 
of the process for realizing a sustainable society.

Figure 1. Circulation of Integrative Research for the Creation of Innovation Aimed at 
Solving Problems.

Full Research
"Full research" refers to research that includes the creation of new knowledge and its 
application. Full research consists of observation-oriented research for detecting social 
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and natural conditions, design-oriented research for responding to the needs detected 
and preparing proposals for society, and productization research which, based on the 
proposals made, influences society and nature [2]. These types of research are 
conducted continuously and simultaneously. Put differently, full research can be 
defined as research for innovation through design-oriented research which is based on 
scientific knowledge acquired through observation-oriented research [1].

1.3　 The Scope of an Innovation Ecosystem Aimed at Solving 
Problems

Many of the problems that threaten social sustainability are faced not only by Japan, 
but also the world as a whole. As shown in Figure 2, an innovation ecosystem aimed at 
solving problems exists not only at national level, but also at regional and global 
levels. The constituent actors include scientists, the public sector, industry, think 
tanks, and NGOs/NPOs. Each actor plays a role in creating innovation. Scientists who 
are affiliated with universities and research institutes generate scientific knowledge, 
and large corporations, small and medium-sized companies, and venture companies in 
various industries produce goods and services. New value from their creations is then 
enjoyed by society. At this point, society signals scientists and firms what it wants by 
purposefully selecting products. The government and administrative agencies 
including funding agencies support the creation of scientific knowledge and goods and 
services. To set up an environment or system enabling society to enjoy new value, they 
also develop necessary institutions and distribute funds. Think tanks provide advice 
so that each actor plays a role effectively; NGOs/NPOs assist the interactions between 
actors and society. Scientists and industry pursue collaboration and cooperation 
mutually as well as internally to effectively create value enjoyed by society. Also, 
society, scientists, and industry have requirements for the activities of the public 
sector, think tanks, and NGOs/NPOs. In this manner, information is exchanged, as 
shown in Figure 3, between the various actors and between the actors and society. As 
a result, new economic and social value is created, contributing to solving problems 
that threaten social sustainability and thus sustainable development.
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Figure 2. Structure of an Innovation Ecosystem Aimed at Solving Problems.
 

Figure 3. Flow of Information in an Innovation Ecosystem Aimed at Solving Problems.

Scientists must actively participate in an innovation ecosystem aimed at problem 
solving and respond to society's expectations for solutions to problems that threaten 
social sustainability. For this to happen, it is essential to expand the circular process, 
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shown in Figure 1, between society and full research that aims at solving these 
problems. This can be illustrated in Figure 4.

Problems that are set up to be solved vary depending on the relevant places. However, 
there are cases in which different problems are correlated. For example, global 
warming is a threat shared by all countries, but problems that should be solved first 
are increased carbon dioxide emissions for developed and emerging countries and 
changes in the natural environment for developing countries. These problems 
influence each other. Also, society with an aging population poses a serious risk to 
sustainability in developed countries, whereas population increase is a graver threat 
to emerging and developing countries. Although these countries differ in terms of the 
problems to be solved, the problems facing them would affect their mutual economic 
and social activities. In setting up problems, scientists must try to share and distribute 
information beyond national borders and disciplines while taking into account 
correlations between different problems. This also applies to solution design and 
solution implementation in society. To expand the three aspects of full research to a 
global scale, scientists should have mutual interests in efforts conducted in other 
places and promote the sharing and distribution of information.

Furthermore, diverse talent, knowledge, and funds are needed to promote as a whole 
the three aspects of full research that aims at solving problems. These factors are a 
driving force of information circulation among the three aspects of full research. 
However, the necessary factors are not always present in places that are facing 
problems. There will be cases in which problems cannot be solved without assistance 
or offerings from other places overseas as well as domestically. Development of 
facilities and equipment and of institutions including regulations and standards can 
be effective measures for concentrating necessary factors in needed places.
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Figure 4. Full Research in an Innovation Ecosystem Aimed at Solving Problems.

1.4　 A Concrete Image of Full Research Aimed at Solving 
Problems

To promote innovation aimed at solving problems, full research, which unifies problem 
setting, solution design, and solution implementation in society, is essential. This 
subsection discusses details of these three aspects of full research and the 
environment needed to promote them.

1.4.1　Problem Setting
・　Observing scientists, in cooperation with think tanks, consider the medium to 

long-term prospects of future society and detect potential threats that can have 
serious social effects.

・　Observing scientists, in cooperation with think tanks, analyze the social effects 
of threats from various perspectives, decompose them to find concrete problems, 
and set up problems to be solved.

・　The government and administrative agencies regularly review prospects of 
future society and build a mechanism to modify or change the setting of the 
problems to be solved.
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In dealing with problems that threaten sustainability, such threats are swiftly 
detected, and problems to be solved are set up and clarified. This is done by observing 
scientists and think tanks. Observing scientists consist of scientists who not only 
conduct observation activities to acquire the knowledge necessary for solving 
problems, but also engage in research on freely chosen topics. This is because it is 
highly possible that observation activities for research on freely chosen topics lead to 
the detection of totally new threats or problems. Also, think tanks provide advice from 
a neutral standpoint.

Many threats to sustainability have already been pointed out. However, it has to be 
said that only a handful of them have a clear rationale based on scientific knowledge. 
For example, global warming is widely recognized to be a serious threat facing the 
world based on scientific knowledge put together by the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC). However, at the same time, some doubts have been raised 
about the validity of relevant scientific knowledge and data, which causes continued 
debate between skeptics and supporters. Moreover, in addition to socially recognized 
threats like global warming, there are threats that are in the process of emerging in 
society or have not been determined.

To detect such threats at an early stage, it is necessary to estimate the medium to 
long-term prospects of society which are subject to changes in the economy, politics, 
the global environment, and science and technology. As the future is uncertain, several 
estimates of such prospects should be made. How is society affected due to changes in 
the environment surrounding it? An effective measure for examining this question is 
to exercise foresight based on analyses of changes in the environment conducted from 
multiple perspectives [3].

The effects on society are often unclear though their magnitude and frequency can 
sometimes be predicted. Under the assumption of uncertainties regarding factors of 
change, multiple possibilities for future society are estimated and potential threats 
that can seriously affect society are detected. To exercise foresight about factors of 
social change and search for hidden threats, it is necessary to mobilize diverse 
knowledge and obtain cooperation from various fields.

The threats detected can have serious effects on society. These effects are analyzed in 
detail and problems to be solved are set up. Many of the sustainability-threatening 
problems that are currently studied are selected by researchers in traditional 
academic disciplines based on their own perspectives. It is important not to decompose 
the detailed effects of threats and select parts of them, but instead to conduct analysis 
from broad perspectives in collaboration with various disciplines and perform detailed 
categorization of concrete problems. Then for the problems categorized, the magnitude 
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and frequency of their social effects as well as the possibility of the occurrence of 
actual events/phenomena are taken into account, priorities are determined, and 
problems to be solved are set up.

Over time, society and the environment surrounding it change, and problems that 
threaten sustainability also change. The prospects of future society are regularly 
reviewed, and as-yet-unknown problems that are potentially caused by changes in 
existing problems or the emergence of new threats are detected. It is then ascertained 
whether the problems to be solved are properly set up, and their setup is modified or 
adjusted as necessary. The public sector builds a necessary frame work, including 
establishing an organization that supports relevant research activities and gathers 
research results, so that observing scientists can engage in the observation and 
analysis of changes in problems constantly and continuously.

1.4.2　Solution Design
・　Designing scientists, in cooperation with the government and administrative 

agencies, promote the development of new integrative science and technology, 
and build an organic link between the development of technologies and 
knowledge creation for problem solving.

・　Designing scientists, industry, and the public sector promote industry-
academia-government collaboration, international collaborative research, and 
the formation of consortiums and research centers to find, with support from 
think tanks and NGOs/NPOs, optimal relationships between the fruits of 
science and technology and society or safety/comfort/convenience in people's 
lives.

Designing scientists have already been actively engaging in research and development 
aimed at solving problems caused by threats to sustainability. However, many of the 
research and development efforts present a limited collection of solutions that each 
academic discipline can offer to the problems it selected. These solutions can only be 
effective for parts of broader problems.

Optimal solutions are developed with participation from traditional academic 
disciplines, the sharing of knowledge and technologies accumulated in each field, and 
industry-academia-government collaboration and cooperation. From a broad 
perspective, participants from various fields and organizations collaborate and 
examine what types of solutions can be provided and how solutions can be combined. 
The development of new integrative science and technology is important in promoting 
their activities [4]. The design of optimal solutions proceeds with the creation of new 
knowledge for solving problems, and is linked with the development of technologies 
contributing to providing concrete solutions to problems. In other words, as in the case 
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of problem setting, solution design requires the participation of scientists who engage 
in research on freely chosen topics, in addition to scientists who organize the 
knowledge necessary for problem solving.

In order to create organic links between the various disciplines and organizations, 
designing scientists, industry, and the public sector promote industry-academia-
government collaboration, international collaborative research, and the formation of 
consortiums and research centers. They find, with support from think tanks and 
NGOs/NPOs, optimal relationships between the fruits of science and technology and 
society or the safety/comfort/convenience in people's lives and concretize them.

1.4.3　Solution Implementation in Society
・　Actors consisting of scientists, industry, the public sector, NGOs/NPOs, and 

specialists from think tanks create an environment and systems based on the 
basic design of solutions through trial operations in specially designated areas.

・　Through industry-academia-government collaboration and the formation of 
consortiums and a network of regional activities, actors internationally expand 
the building of an organic link between the development of technologies and the 
creation of knowledge for problem solving.

Based on the basic design of solutions, actors consisting of scientists, industry, the 
public sector, NGOs/NPOs, and specialists from think tanks execute each solution 
while maintaining the harmony of the whole and solve problems in society or people's 
lives. Through empirical experiments conducted in specially designated areas, where 
brand new methods or technologies can be tested, the feasibility or effectiveness of 
solutions is examined. Also, an environment and the systems needed for realizing the 
solutions, such as collaboration among relevant organizations and regulations, are 
created through trial operations.

Here too, it is essential that the creation of new knowledge for solving problems be 
organically linked with the development of technology contributing to the concrete 
solutions of problems. Currently, various empirical experiments are conducted in 
different regions, but their scale and scope are limited. The present situation is such 
that solutions to problems are being created utilizing limited information available 
under the given conditions through trial and error. Actors themselves create a network 
of such activities and promote the sharing and distribution of necessary information. 
Through industry-academia-government collaboration and the formation of 
consortiums, actors can solve problems more effectively and efficiently. They can also 
go beyond borders and actively expand these efforts internationally and implement 
solutions in society properly and swiftly.
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1.4.4　Development of Systems for Collaborative Promotion
・　Scientists, industry, and the public sector cooperatively build a network of 

research and development efforts aimed at solving problems, and the public 
sector leads efforts to combine existing systems and constructs a mechanism in 
which relevant government agencies coordinate their administrative activities 
for promoting full research.

・　In order to support the formation of career paths for people engaged in full 
research for problem solving, the public sector conducts evaluations based on 
the degree of contribution to problem solving and provides employment at 
administrative agencies or NGOs/NPOs, with help from scientists, industry, and 
NGOs/NPOs.

・　Scientists, industry, and the public sector cooperatively build a system in which 
Asian countries collaborate in promoting full research aimed at solving 
problems, and support necessary exchanges of talent, knowledge, and funds.

The creation of innovation aimed at solving problems requires that the actors 
constituting an innovation ecosystem promote full research collaboratively through 
their interactions. However, research and development aimed at solving problems is 
conducted separately by different academic disciplines or by industry, academic, and 
government organizations. Therefore, problem setting, solution design, and solution 
implementation are disconnected from one another. This divided system has to be 
converted to a system that promotes full collaborative research.

Scientists, industry, and the public sector, in collaboration, connect separated research 
activities into a network and build a system in which necessary knowledge and 
technologies can be shared by different academic disciplines and by different 
organizations beyond a variety of boundaries. The public sector leads efforts to 
combine existing systems and to construct a mechanism in which relevant government 
agencies coordinate their administrative activities so that participants from different 
fields and organizations can interact with one another and engage in a unified manner 
in problem setting, solution design, and solution implementation in society.

Scientists, industry, and the public sector, in collaboration, connect separated research 
activities into a network and build a system in which necessary knowledge and 
technologies can be shared by different academic disciplines and by different 
organizations beyond a variety of boundaries. The public sector leads efforts to 
combine existing systems and to construct a mechanism in which relevant government 
agencies coordinate their administrative activities so that participants from different 
fields and organizations can interact with one another and engage in a unified manner 
in problem setting, solution design, and solution implementation in society.
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With help from scientists, industry, and NGOs/NPOs, the public sector simultaneously 
trains people engaging in full research and supports the formation of their career 
paths. The public sector also conducts the evaluation of research activities based on 
the degree of their contribution to solving problems. The evaluation of activities 
conducted across different disciplines and organizations is emphasized rather than 
contributions to development or improvement in respective academic fields or industry, 
academic, and government organizations. Not only the number of patents or published 
papers, but also the creation of theories and technologies for solving problems and the 
development of new methods are favorably evaluated. Furthermore, employment at 
administrative agencies or NGOs/NPOs is provided to post-doctoral students and 
young researchers, and opportunities to propose concrete measures and take actions 
based on them as well as engage in research at universities or research institutes is 
expanded.

Scientists, industry, and the public sector work together to promote innovation aimed 
at solving problems in collaboration with Asian countries. With rapid globalization 
and remarkable growth in emerging countries in recent years, Asia is becoming the 
center of world economic development [5][6]. At the same time, the need for innovation 
that solves problems threatening sustainability and responds to the expectations of 
society is rapidly increasing. A system is built in which full research is concretized and 
executed with discussions on how countries realize sustainability while sharing the 
future of Asia and the world and the threats to be overcome. Exchange of talent, 
knowledge, and funds necessary for full research are actively supported with the 
intent to spread the benefits of innovation not only in Japan, but also to Asia. Solving 
common problems in Asia is important for Japan's growth and mutual prosperity with 
Asia. It is the development of innovation aimed at solving problems carried out 
mutually by Japan and other Asian countries that will enable sustainability in Japan, 
Asia, and the world to be realized.

Further examinations and clarifications are needed regarding what role each actor 
should play in the aforementioned activities as a constituent member of an innovation 
ecosystem aimed at solving problems.
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2　Domestic and International Efforts toward Realizing an Innovation Ecosystem Aimed at Solving Problems

As the environment surrounding society dramatically changes, problems that threaten 
its sustainability become increasingly diverse and complex. A sustainable innovation 
ecosystem, which can efficiently and effectively promote innovation aimed at solving 
problems, is needed to realize a sustainable society.

In Japan, the New Growth Strategy announced in June 2010 is regarded as a strategy 
for realizing a policy that would create new demand and jobs, and subsequently 
growth by solving the problems facing the economy and society. The 4th Science and 
Technology Basic Plan, which is implemented in 2011, responds to this policy direction 
and gives the highest priority to the promotion of innovation aimed at solving 
problems. 

The following subsections discuss the main activities, domestic as well as 
international, for realizing an innovation ecosystem aimed at problem solving.

2.1　Foresight

For promoting innovation aimed at solving problems, it is important to detect 
potential threats early as well as to respond precisely to existing threats. As discussed 
in Section 1, exercising foresight is an effective measure for detecting threats and 
setting up problems to be solved. Foresight makes it possible to analyze changes in the 
environment surrounding society from multiple angles and to predict the possibility of 
such changes impacting society. Concrete methods to utilize this measure in policy 
formation for innovation in science and technology are currently being developed 
mainly in Europe and the United States. For example, the United Kingdom has 
started the Foresight Program and the Horizon Scanning Centre (HSC) [3]. This 
program, as well as the HSC, conducts systematic investigations into the future 
potential, risk, and expansion feasibility of advanced technology, incorporating the 
standpoint of not only science and technology, but also society and the economy. Both 
are managed by the Foresight Group in the Government Office for Science of the 
Department of Business Information and Skills and are positioned as an important 
factor in strategic policy making.

2.2　Interdisciplinary Research

The Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) is actively 
promoting cross-field interdisciplinary research, regarding it as an important field of 
study needed for the future development of society [7]. KAIST has eight research 
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centers for eight high-priority research themes and engages in research and 
development and provides training. For each research theme two methods are used to 
set up concrete topics for research and development. One is a top-down approach in 
which a task force team set up for each theme comes up with topics for research and 
development through discussions with specialists, and the other is a bottom-up 
approach in which idea contests are held to invite the submission of proposals for 
ideas that are highly creative and are free from existing concepts or technologies. 
Topics with high feasibility and a great potential impact on society are selected, and 
projects aimed at practical application and productization are designed. Researchers 
participating in each project come from various academic disciplines and are evaluated 
on their contribution to interdisciplinary research rather than on the number of 
research papers they produce.

2.3　Reverse Innovation

Reverse innovation is a strategy to develop products and services in emerging 
countries, bring them to various countries worldwide including developed countries, 
and cultivate new markets, which is an approach opposite to the traditional strategy 
under which products are developed in advanced nations and are sold in emerging and 
developing countries. To promote reverse innovation, "frugal engineering", where low-
price products are developed in emerging countries through local procurement of parts 
and simplification of the structure of products, is important, and "design thinking", 
under which responses to local needs are made through trial and error, is also 
necessary [8][9]. General Electric (GE) developed low-cost ultrasound diagnostic 
devices tailored to the needs of local hospitals in China and succeeded in making a 
shift from installed equipment to portable devices by making machines smaller and 
reducing the number of parts used. As a result, the number of sales in China rose in a 
short period of time, and the devices became hit products in the United States. 
Companies have accelerated their efforts to understand the needs of emerging 
countries and gain customers. For instance, Samsung Electronics has introduced a 
local specialist program and is trying to provide technologies that consumers want by 
understanding the culture surrounding local markets [10]. Canon is conducting a 
campaign in which trucks go to small and medium-sized regional cities in India to 
have people actually experience products [11]. Not only global corporations, but also 
companies in emerging countries incorporate reverse innovation. In China, for 
example, the market for electric bicycles has rapidly expanded since the latter half of 
the 1990s. Major companies in the market attracted potential customers of electric 
bicycles such as women, children, and the elderly in early the stages, have engaged in 
mass production of parts and simplified the product structure, and have increased 
sales. The companies not only sell domestically, but also export to the United States, 
Europe and other Asian countries, and it is possible that they will gain new customers 
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through research and development aimed at improving battery technologies based on 
industry-academia collaboration [12].

2.4　Government Support for Solution Implementation in Society

To implement solutions in society, it is necessary to understand the conditions for 
introducing new technologies and measures to the existing social system and to 
examine the new social system to be built. As one approach, government-supported 
social empirical experiments are being conducted in various countries. For example, a 
smart grid is expected to serve as a new electricity supply network for handling the 
large-scale introduction of new energies and new energy requirements of next-
generation automobiles. In the United States, empirical tests held in various areas are 
supported by the Department of Energy, and in Korea the Ministry of Knowledge 
Economy provides support to empirical experiments conducted on Jeju-do Island. In 
Japan, a project to demonstrate next-generation energy and social systems started in 
2010. Various demonstrations, including an energy management system essential for 
the construction of a smart grid, are being conducted for five years in four regions 
selected by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry. Also, city planning that aims 
at realizing a low-carbon society is being pursued in cities in Europe and the United 
States. Japan has designated 13 cities as model environmental cities and supports 
their pioneering efforts.

Government support is also provided to full research aimed at solving problems. The 
project for science and technology development for society, which is administered by 
the Japan Science and Technology Agency, promotes research and development 
activities aimed at solving concrete social problems and the utilization of their results 
[13]. The goal of the project is to contribute to solving problems and to create new 
social and public value through a five-stage circular process consisting of (i) identifying 
social problems to become the subjects of research and development, (ii) setting areas 
for research and development, (iii) promoting research and development activities, (iv) 
producing prototypes that use the results from research and development and benefit 
society, and (v) supporting a continued, socially practical application of results. With 
regard to the execution of research projects, since researchers with diverse 
backgrounds participate in them, efforts are made to ensure smooth communication 
not only between research projects and society, but also within research projects [14]. 
In addition, a project for international cooperation in science and technology to deal 
with global-scale issues is supporting international joint research aimed at solving the 
problems facing developing countries [15]. The purpose of the project is for Japan and 
developing countries to promote the creation of knowledge and the development of 
technologies necessary for solving problems and to build a system in developing 
countries in which they engage in solving problems independently and continuously.
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2.5　Business Pursuits on a Global Scale

With rapid globalization in the 21st century, companies must respond quickly to the 
global-scale expansion of economic and social activities. A representative business 
model for making such responses is the globally integrated enterprise (GIE) [16]. GIE 
distributes its operational functions to the most appropriate places in the world and 
optimizes the allocation of resources at appropriate prices, times, and places. 
Achieving this requires the transfer, sharing, and utilization of knowledge on a global 
scale. One example of this is the aforementioned reverse innovation by GE. Also, many 
global corporations have already been shifting away from research and development 
systems centering on advanced nations. GE, Microsoft, Intel, Google, IBM, and other 
multinational corporations have established research and development centers in 
India and emphasize the development of new products based on human resources in 
emerging countries.

Figure 5 shows the cases mentioned in this section in the context of a global 
circulation of innovation aimed at solving problems.

Figure5. Examples of Activities for Realizing an Innovation Ecosystem Aimed at 
Solving Problems.
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Background Research

In the preparation of this strategic proposal, a framework for an innovation ecosystem 
aimed at solving problems, the nature of full research promoting this framework, and 
a necessary environment are examined based on the results of activities discussed in 
the following.

Ⅰ　 Examinations of an Innovation Ecosystem and Emerging and 
Interdisciplinary Research

CRDS has been examining innovation systems. It has also been focusing on emerging 
and interdisciplinary research as a new tool for innovation and investigating ways to 
promote it. As a result of these efforts, the definition of innovation in science and 
technology and the concept of the Global Innovation Ecosystem (GIES) were put 
forward. CRDS also proposed measures necessary for creating new value based on the 
fruits of science and technology research, contributions to solving global-scale 
problems, and promoting emerging and interdisciplinary research.

Proposals and Reports

The results from the examinations discussed above are organized into the following 
published proposals and reports. (The leading six alphanumerics denote the report 
number. All proposals and reports are available for reading and downloading from the 
CRDS website. Summaries of strategic proposals can be found in parentheses.)

Innovation Systems
・　05XR01 Examination and Analysis of the National Innovation Initiative Report 

"Innovate America". 2005. 
・　05OR03 A New Mechanism for Innovation in the United States: Promotion of 

High-Risk, High-Impact Research with a New Funding Program. 2005.
・　05XR02 Examination of the Policy Proposal for the National Innovation 

Ecosystem (NIES) for Promoting Science and Technology-based Innovation. 
2006.

・　06SP11 Strategic Proposal. Proposal for Realization of Science and Technology-
Based Innovation: Overview of the National Innovation Ecosystem and Policy 
Proposal. 2007.

　　(Proposes roles to be played by the government and measures for organizing an 
environment where science and technology-based innovation is likely to occur.)

・　07SP01 Strategic Proposal. Priorities for Realization of Science and Technology-
Based Innovation: Recommendation on Policy Issues Requiring Immediate 
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Consideration.
　　(Selects factors of innovation that require immediate considerations and 

proposes policy issues related to each factor as well as priorities in visions for 
society realizing science and technology- based innovation.)

・　07SP11 Strategic Proposal. Establishment of the Global Innovation Ecosystem 
Aimed at Solving Global-Scale Problems: Environment, Energy, Food, and 
Water Challenges. 2008.

　　(Discusses examples of four types of global-scale problems concerning natural 
energies, traffic systems, water, and food and proposes an image of society to be 
pursued toward 2050 and ways to realize it.)

・　08RR01 Exploring the Creation of a National Innovation Ecosystem Scorecard: 
Factors Significantly Influencing Innovation in Japan. 2008.

・　08RR02 Investigative Report toward Science and Technology-Based Solutions to 
Global-Scale Problems. The Global Innovation Ecosystem and Asian Research 
Zone. 2009.

Emerging and Interdisciplinary Research
・　05OR02 Strategic Initiatives at U.S. Universities: New Scheme for Cross-Field 

Integrative Research and Source of U.S. Competitiveness in Science and 
Technology. 2005.

・　05WR11 Report of the Cross-Field Integrative Workshop. 2006.
・　08XR01 Investigative Report on Emerging and Interdisciplinary Research: 

Toward Solutions for Social Issues and Expansion of Frontiers in Science and 
Technology. 2009.

・　09SP03 Strategic Proposal on Promotional Measures for Emerging and 
Interdisciplinary Science and Technology: Solving Social Issues and Expansion 
of Frontiers in Science and Technology. 2009.

　　(Presents the development of Emerging and Interdisciplinary science and 
technology based on various combinations of activities for knowledge creation 
and that contribute to solving problems and proposes concrete promotional 
measures.)

Ⅱ　Investigations into the Methodology of Foresight

As the importance of "science of policy" for science, technology and innovation policy 
increases in policy making based on objective evidences, concrete efforts are being 
promoted mainly in major countries. In particular, activities are being conducted that 
pursue not only the forecast of technological development based on the current 
conditions, but also the foresight of the advancement of science, technology and 
innovation based on an understanding and analysis, from various angles, of the 
external environment including the economy and society, and relevant methods are 
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being developed [17]. In light of this situation, the methodology of the foresight was 
investigated and summarized through the following activities.

Examination of Methodology of the Foresight Conducted in Various Countries
CRDS investigated the methodology of the foresight conducted in various countries as 
a way to detect problems to be solved and summarized their characteristics. The result 
is organized into the "Report on Strategy-Making Methodology: An Overview of 
Foresight", which shows the importance of foresight in science and technology policies 
and innovation policies [3].

A lecture entitled "'Scenario Planning' Incorporating Changes in the External 
Environment" (held in association with SMBC Consulting and "Think!" by Toyo 
Keizai)
Date and time: July 3 (Sat) 2010, 13:00-17:30
Place: SMBC Consulting Hall
Lecturer: Michinari Nishimura, CEO, Greenfield Consulting
Summary:
The concept of scenario planning, which is an effective measure for making medium to 
long-term strategies that are applicable in an era of high uncertainty, was explained, 
and participants experienced how to create scenarios in a workshop. The followings 
were the main points covered:
・　In constructing a medium to long-term business strategy, it is important to 

summarize and understand uncertain changes in the external environment and 
incorporate acquired knowledge into the strategy.

・　Even today, when the uncertainty of changes in the external environment is 
becoming increasingly high, more than a handful of organizations create 
strategies based on simplistic, wishful "predictions". However, at the same time, 
the number of organizations adopting scenario planning, in which multiple 
future scenarios are created based on uncertainties rather than predictions, is 
rising.

・　The utilization of scenario planning enables users to think flexibly about 
multiple patterns in the future environment without being stuck with simplistic 
future predictions, which leads to flexible strategy making.

・　The number of cases in which scenario planning is adopted in public policy 
making is still small, but is expected to increase in the future as interests in it 
is growing internationally.

JST/CRDS-NISTEP joint lecture entitled "Extreme Events in Human Society"
Date and time: July 28 (Wed) 2010, 10:00-12:00
Place: National Institute of Science and Technology Policy conference room 
(Kasumigaseki Building, 30th floor, 3026, conference room)
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Lecturer: John Casti, IIASA Program Leader, former Santa Fe Institute Chief 
Researcher
Summary:
The lecture was on extreme events (Xevents) caused by humans such as terrorist 
attacks, pandemics, political revolutions, and financial system collapses [18]. The 
lecturer discussed what measures are needed to detect early warning signs of such 
events and what kinds of responses are necessary when warning signs are detected. 
Also discussed, alongside research results, was the feasibility of understanding and 
predicting the characteristics of tendencies in social phenomena or human behavior 
based on trends in elections, movies, and fashion, the occurrence of wars, and patterns 
of social phenomena and vicissitude of civilizations. It was argued that phenomena in 
human society emerge due to changes in social mood, and that these changes follow 
predictable patterns.

CRDS forum entitled "Forum on Foresight to the Future"
Date and time: July 28 (Wed) 2010, 14:00-17:30
Place: CRDS, Japan Science and Technology Agency, 2nd floor, main conference room
Expert participants (in alphabetical order, affiliation and title as of the date of the 
forum):

John Casti, IIASA Program Leader, former Santa Fe Institute Chief Researcher
Tateo Arimoto, Deputy Director-General, JST CRDS
Tatsuya Hanaoka, Chief Researcher, National Institute for Environmental Studies
Tetsuhiko Ikegami, Chair, Space Activities Commission, Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
Hideki Kimura, Principal Fellow, JST Center for Research and Development 
Strategy
Atsushi Kurosawa, Vice Director, Research & Development Division, Institute of 
Applied Energy
Masahiro Sugiyama, Chief Researcher, Socio-economic Research Center, Central 
Research Institute of Electric Power Industry
Yoshifumi Tanaka, Director-General, Institute for Technology, Enterprise and 
Competitiveness, Doshisha University
Hiroyuki Yoshikawa, Director-General, JST CRDS

Summary:
Methods of forecasting were discussed as a methodology for setting up problems to be 
considered based on forecasts of the future of Japan and the rest of the world in order 
to promote innovation aimed at solving problems [19]. Hiroyuki Yoshikawa lectured on 
the science of social expectations; John Casti, on forecasting and extreme phenomena 
in human society. Following them, discussions were held on the importance of yet-to-
occur phenomena, relevant problem setting, and responses to such phenomena. 
Tatsuya Hanaoka discussed paths to a low-carbon society in Asia; Atsushi Kurosawa, 
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scenarios on energy. Further discussions were held on how to predict unexpected 
events associated with the environment or energy that would have a significant social 
impact.

CRDS lecture entitled "'Scenario Planning' that Captures Changes in the External 
Environment"
Date and time: August 31 (Tue) 2010, 13:00-15:00
Place: CRDS, Japan Science and Technology Agency, 2nd floor, main conference room
Lecturer: Michinari Nishimura, CEO, Greenfield Consulting
Summary:
The lecture was on scenario planning, a method of foresight. With regard to making 
effective medium to long-term strategies, the lecturer pointed out the importance of 
understanding changes in the external environment objectively and examining 
necessary strategies based on this understanding. Discussions were held on the 
similarities with and differences from the discovery of social expectations which the 
CRDS was studying.

Ⅲ　 Examinations of Efforts to Promote Innovation in Asian 
Countries

In order to attain sustainable growth based on Asia's vigorous economies, countries 
are searching for effective measures to create innovation aimed at solving problems 
and are beginning to implement such measures. The following activities were 
conducted to investigate trends in this matter.

JST/CRDS-NISTEP joint lecture entitled "Review of Reverse Innovation, Disruptive 
Innovation: New Vision of Innovation System Expansion in Asia"
Date and time: August 2 (Mon) 2010, 14:00-16:00
Place: National Institute of Science and Technology Policy conference room 
(Kasumigaseki Building, 30th floor, 3026, conference room)
Lecturer: Chang Chieh Hang, Director, Centre for Management of Science & 
Technology, National University of Singapore
Summary:
The lecture was on new trends in innovation in which products and services would be 
provided by emerging countries centering on Asia to the rest of the world [20]. Based 
on the values held by people in emerging countries, technologies that are obsolete in 
advanced countries are reemerging as technologies that can solve the problems facing 
the world, such as an aging population with a declining birth rate and global warming. 
Concepts and examples of reverse innovation and disruptive technology were 
introduced. The lecturer also discussed ways to realize the creation of value and 
employment that utilizes resources for potential innovation as well as the types of 
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innovation that should be promoted in Asia.

"Think Tank and Policy Foresight International Forum" in Taiwan
Date: September 11 (Sat) 2010
Place: International Conference Hall, National Central Library
Summary:
Taiwan is currently facing various problems such as environmental change, energy 
issues, and population structure changes. With little economic growth, there is some 
dissatisfaction with the promotion of environmentally friendly policies. For long-term 
prosperity, long-term plans reflecting the needs of society are needed. In this forum, 
the participants together recognized that long-term plans should be examined by 
think tanks completely independently of politics and discussed the effectiveness of 
foresight as a method for detecting threats to society.

A visit to Singaporean agencies related to policies on innovation and science and 
technology
Date: October 14 (Thu) - 16 (Sat) 2010
Places visited:
・　National University of Singapore: Division of Engineering & Technology 

Management, Interactive and Digital Media Institute, Global Asia Institute, 
Asia Research Institute, Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy

・　National Research Foundation
・　Design Singapore Council, Ministry of Information, Communications, and the 

Arts
・　Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR)
・　National Security Coordination Center, Prime Minister's Office

Summary:
To investigate the role of innovation systems in Asia, the CRDS has maintained 
relationships with the National University of Singapore (NUS) Division of Engineering 
& Technology Management (D-ETM) since 2009. Responding to an invitation from the 
D-ETM, participants attended graduate school lectures, met with those in charge of 
science and technology policies and innovation policies, and visited education and 
research facilities. The participants had the impression that the country is striving to 
respond to the needs and problems in emerging countries in order to incorporate 
economic growth in Asia into its economy, that the importance of design thinking, 
systems thinking, and cross-field integration is widely recognized, and that concrete 
activities/projects are actually being promoted.

JST/CRDS-NISTEP joint lecture entitled "Policy and R&D on IT Convergence in 
Korea - Focused on R&D of KAIST Institute for IT Convergence"
Date and time: October 25 (Mon) 2010, 10:00-12:00
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Place: Place: National Institute of Science and Technology Policy conference room 
(Kasumigaseki Building, 30th floor, 3026, conference room)
Lecturer: Dong-Ho Cho, Team Leader, Institute for Information Technology 
Convergence (KI-ITC), Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST)
Summary:
Korea's policies promoting integrative science based on the information and 
telecommunication field and activities of KI-ITC were introduced [7]. KI-ITC senses a 
crisis in that the country has not generated innovative ideas that would create new 
markets. It is actively encouraging the creation of ideas by setting up a system in 
schools in which students are invited to submit their ideas in ideas contests, a task 
force team (consisting of instructors) selects a subset of the submitted ideas based on 
their feasibility, and research projects are launched with the provision of funds for the 
selected ideas.

Professor Cho also has proposed collaboration relationship between the KI-ITC and 
the CRDS in the field of IT convergence.
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Appendix

Among the results of the examinations on an innovation ecosystem and new 
integrative research, the main concept diagrams proposed by the CRDS are shown in 
the following.

Figure a: Science and Technology-based Innovation.
 

Figure b: Step & Loop Model.
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Figure c: Innovation Ecosystem.

Figure d: Bird's-eye View Map of an Innovation Ecosystem.
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Figure e: Basic Structure of the Global Innovation Ecosystem (GIES).

Figure f: Global Innovation Ecosystem (GIES).
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Figure g. Five Developmental Stages of Emerging and Interdisciplinary Science and 
Technology.
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